
does anyone have

this Bayo quote about

a slaveship crashing

on the shores of the

US and spilling it guts

to create modernity?

SHIPWRECK and GARIFUNA

ORIGINS: Either in 1635 or 1675, a

slave ship bound for the New World

was wrecked off the coast of Saint

Vincent in the Caribbean. The

indigenous people of that island

marveled at seeing the blacks tied

with chains and decided to help them

free themselves. The indigenous

people killed the European crew and

welcomed the Africans into their

society. The Africans willingly learned

the language and customs of the

native Saint Vincentinos and were

gifted with the indigenous daughters

to marry. From this union, an ethnic

group was released called Carib

Negroes or GARIFUNA.

Noaa

NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY:

A memorial plaque honors the enslaved African

people who were transported across the Atlantic

on Henrietta Marie.  

https://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/news/feb20/finding-

sanctuary-african-american-history.html

PROMPT to

re-build the

slave ship

REACTIONS:

1. We have already re-built the slaveship

(re. Bayo quote)

2. Why???

a. because you cannot dismantle

something until you understand how it has

been constructed.

3. Did slaves build the slave ships?

GROUP RELATIONS

THEORY (ie the study

of psychodyanmic

systems and how

Authority functions in

them)

Ok, so here we have a whole field

of psychological study developed

to answer the question "How Did

Fascism Happen?", but when or

how as a society have we ever

addressed, "how did slavery

happen?

Fascism or white

supremacy gets

enacted at every

level of bureaucracy

-- even in the

administration of the

mundane. 

PRINCIPLE

of consent

REACTIONS:

1. If this is our only

principle, we must be

rigorous about it

q. Why???

2. How do we determine

consent? 

*verbal

*non-verbal

*assumed

3.Which of these

methods is acceptable

and what is the role of

Facilitator in assuring

consent?

4. What if I don't

consent?

5. What if the act of

engaging in a process of

rigorous consent

CHANGES us on

microscopic levels--in

the same way that a

practice of prayer or

gratitude can effect

change?

ANCESTORS

PRISON

INDUSTRIAL

COMPLEX &

Prisoner Labor

NOTES ON

FACILITATION 

NOTES FOR MEETING #1
(veronique)
* Not sure if the format,
which is designed to reduce/
diffuse conflict, kept us from
having meaningful exchange
or interrogating/challenging
each other's ideas?

*Didn't do a great job of
being rigorous about consent.
 I felt a bit uncomfortable,
like I would be perceived as
too rigid.  need to check in
with group about this

*Is the desire for
rigorousness and over-
attention to consent a place
to hide/slow the process down
to the point of resistance of
the PROMPT?

• Land

• Trees

• Critters on the Land

• Humans

"...Because everything starts

at home.  It starts right here

with you and then your

family.  Then from your

family it goes out and that's

how you do it.  Its

grassroots" - Chief Oren

Lyons, "Original Instructions,

Listening to Natural Law"

organs-blood-songs

monocrops: cotton

sugar

Etymology Corner

Culture Slave

slaves birthed

america

Wondering About Etymology: Rebuild the Slave Ship

Rebuild

     Re- "back, again"

     Build- from byldan "Construct a House" from PIE

*bhu "to dwell" from *bheue "to be, exist, grow"

     It seems we can not say the word

build without invoking the spirit of

house. 'House' as a symbol, function

or an extension of self may be very

import for our research. How does a

House affect the human? The deepest

root of the word Build means, "to be,

to exist, to grow", which to me

indicates that what is built (ie, House)

affects the ways the builder is

(ontology) and affects the way the

builder exists. "To grow" may imply

that what is built grows the human

form, or rather, what is built becomes

and extension of self. 

House

     Hus (old english) "dwelling, shelter, building,

designed as a place of residence"

Dwel

     Dwellan (old english) "to lead into error,

deceive, mislead"

     
     To dwell has an originally negative

sense. This makes me wonder about

the difference between nomadic

'dwellings' and sedentary 'dwellings'.

For the nomad, was staying in one

place an absurd idea? It must have

been. The indigenous nomads were

servants of nature (I use the word

'servant' here as a foreshadowing into

the forthcoming inquiry into the

etymology of the word 'Slave'). If they

had an idea of property or ownership

it is more likely that they would have

said (do say), "the land owns us". Less

dominating and controlling, more

listening and flowing.

     House may become the boundary

of self (as an older sense of the word

was used in the sense of entire family,

including ancestors and decendants).

An indigenous people attempting to

understand our current meaning of

house may likely say that their 'House'

includes the land, as far as their feet

can take them, includes the clan, their

ancestors and the ones yet to come,

includes their language, oral traditions,

stories, rituals and ceremony. 

     So, the sense I am getting from the

word 'House' is that which contains

the self or the boundary of self. That

which affects how the self shows up in

the world. The house as the birthplace

of Ontologies. The house as Identity,

as the outermost boundary of your

flesh.

     Slave

     "Person who is chattel or property of

another" Slav "of a different voice" *kleu "to

hear" 

     The word slave is originally from

slav. The Slavic people, named after

their language were subjected to

slave hunts.

Consent

     com- "with, together" + sentire "to feel"

Empathy

     en "in" + pathos "feeling" (from PIE root

*kwenth "to suffer")

Sympathy

     syn- "together" + pathos "feeling"

Compassion

     Com- "with, together" + pati "to suffer"

     I found it interesting that the word

'Consent', that holds great importance

to this gathering, literally means to,

'feel together' and shares exact or

very close literal meaning with the

words 'Sympathy', 'Empathy' and

'Compassion'. All of which must be

absent or at least disregarded in order

to turn an animate force into property.

     As the Kogi Mamas of the Amazon

say of the earth, "If you knew she

could feel you wouldnt hurt her." One

thing that must happen in order to

Rebuild the Slave Ship is we must not

believe in or forget the soul of the

world.

Ship

     Scip (old english)- "ship, boat" possibly

from PIE *skei "to cut or split" giving the

sense of "tree cut out or hollowed out"

For ship, the first invokations of the

word may be borrowed from words

that meant dug out canoe or canoe as

in 'Skiff' (a small boat).

Boat

     "small open vessel" possibly from PIE

word *bheid- "to split"

Both words are possibly from words

that carry the sense to cut or split. ill

invoke a Quote from Charles

Eisenstein here, "what we do to the

other we do to self." Both the house

and the ship seem to be able to 'cut or

split' the human off from a greater

context of Self. The House and the

Ship become a container for the

human and so it seems that which

contains the human also shapes the

human.

Incarceration

     "fact of being imprisoned" from en- "in" +

carcer "prison, an enclosed space" may

originally be connected to curvus "circle"

meaning enclosure.

Prison

     "place of confinement or involuntary

restraint" from prae- "before" + hendere, PIE

root *ghend "to sieze, to take"

Enclose

     "to surround with walls, fences or other

barriers" from en- "in" + close- "to shut, cover

in" from PIE root *klau "hook, peg, nail, pin"

all things used to lock primitive structures

     Our pull towards understanding

prisons may exceed the common

sense of the word. The prisoner is

enclosed. The slave is enclosed in

another way. The slave owner is

enclosed in yet another way. To

reiterate Charles quote in another

way, "what we do to the self, we do to

the other." Before the prison walls

become blatantly obvious their is a

more subtle form of enclosing going

on. The house and the ship can both

be human containers that become the

seed of the prison.

Burning Questions

- what do I have to believe in order to Rebuild the

Slave Ship?

     -What do I have to believe about; SELF,

PROPERTY,...

-Is Bakhita asking, "How did this happen?!?"

- Rebuild the Slave Ship = Reshape the

boundaries of the Slave Container, meaning,

recreate the sense of self  held by all roles.

- What if i identify as my 'Long Body'? Meaning

what if i speak as though my personal history

includes my ancestors, descendants and the

history of their cultures, and ecosystems they

inhabited. Can i expand my sense of self to mimic

what an indigenous person in a living culture

would have experienced as self?

-Did Bakhita's Child Survive? If the child had died

with Bakita why would she be looking for it now? 

-As an Ancestral spirit, is Bakita looking for her

Descendants? 

-Question from TEN's Meet at the crossroads

meeting: How imortant is it to understand

systems of oppresion in order to work towrds

liberstion?

REBUILD THE SLAVE SHIP as undertsanding the

roots of our current systems of oppression

Consent Requests
How about a Greif Ritual? 

What if we wrote letters to Bakhita?

What if we lit a candle and invited Bakita (and her ancestors and descendants) into our meetings?

What if we did the same for our Ancestors and Descendants?

Should we expand our identities and speak to each other as embodiements of entire ancestral lines, cultures and histories?

My body as my own

and the fruits of my

labours as my own

instead of belonging

to the collective

people and place as

an idea that makes

slavery possible.

when i cant feel with

another because of broken

attachment and knowing

the other to be not self and

not entangled with me i can

still identify with it/them

superficially by owning

them. Ownership as a way

of regathering lost parts of

self.

Environment

     "State of being environed" Environ- "to

suround, encircle, encompass" from en- "in"

+ viron "circle"
     Boundaries are strong in my mind right now. to

encircle, to encompass, to enclose, imprison,

incarcerate. Boundaries as self. What you are

encircled in, enclosed in is your container and the

fluid self rushes to fill that container. All people

involved in building a slave ship fell into roles and

boundaried the self in a way that creates a persons

reality and shapes the way they perceive the world.

     Big trauma comes to mind as a way of cutting

through boundaries. Like a great flood that washes

away the place your identity, your boundaries come

from. Washes away the place your language and its

meaning was born from, the plants landmarks and

other spirits you have known intimately for a long

time. Washes away your people, your elders and

the storied oral tradition they carried. All of these

things shape the human self and thus shape reality

and perception. Either by natural disaster or by

colonialism peoples boundaried self can be cut

down to the individual. Language of the land loses

its meaning in other ecosystems. Therefore a

migrant people lose meaning by losing place.

     Find out what forces (institutions) created the

boundaries of self of the ones who Built the Slave

Ship (and the technology that reinforced that sense

of self) and we wil know how the slave ship was

able to be built in the first place and how to Rebuild

it.

the abstract mind, the

imagination, as the

ultimate boundary

making and unmaking

tool. the mind makes

boundaries, the

boundaries shape reality.

HOMO TERMINUS

Ancestors as Self. What

happens if when we say

'I' we mean the sum of

our Ancestors and

Descendants? Instead of

my Ancestors thought... i

say, "I once thought...".

compassion: to

bear together, from

below. passion: to

bear from below.

earth-sense here.

ss

interested and

curious about the

transition of tree to

ship: did the trees

consent? did

anyone ask them?

ss

what if we built

things with the

consent of the

materials

themselves

(materia: mother)

 there is room for lifting up. The anti apartheid, anti slavery, civil

rights, could not have happened without white allies. Even our

fight for independence, through the 50s to the 70s on the

African continent, none of these could have happened without

people that were not African joining. WE are at a very critical

point where the sedimentations of this lifting up, the world

cannot bear… we’re still on the slave ship. The modern conceit. I

don’t like to use the word illusion, it’s an optical word that….

There’s this notion that we got off, we disembarked and the

slave ship is a thing of the past. I Think the slave ship is a model

of how we are backgrounded today. The slave ship, maybe the

last one Clotilda got to the coast and spilled its guts into the

modern economy so that we’re still practicing that system today.

The work of pulling out Black bodies other kinds of bodies from

beneath the deck to the deck can only go so far before the

whole ship topples. It’s the architecture of that system, it can’t

bear to… needs animal bodies or less than human bodies in

order to preserve the space for the citizen, this is how to be a

citizen by not being excluded. Justice can only go so far.

trembling

tears already welling up

behind my eyes:

do the ritual in the mess

don’t clean up first
a big field of grief

many bones

sit in the wreckage

this is where the work is

fierceness arising

space to be

turning toward creates

space

we’re right here walking

with you

working with you

embroidered in everything

you do

get over yourselves

allow yourself to feel us

get out of your ideas

experience us directly

where there is weeping,

balance is restored

thank you

I love you

come back

work to feel us in

everything

we have a lot to do

together

dictation solstice

2020 grief ritual- ss

the binds you are in

are not loosened by

turning forward. turn

to us. we are the

ground you walk on. 

co-sense

WOW- ss

i love this

invitation-

ss

curious about the

imprisoning and othering

power of the language we

use- noun and adjective-full

instead of verb-full:

Slave Ships and the Middle Passage

Between 1500 and 1866, Europeans transported to the Americas nearly

12.5 million enslaved Africans, about 1.8 million of whom died on the

Middle Passage, their bodies thrown into the Atlantic. Of those who

survived, 128,000, or about 1 percent, came to the Chesapeake Bay region

and were forced to

Encyclopediavirginia

what kind of trees

were slave ships

made of?

i need a

frustration ritual


